CASE STUDY

DENSO discovers and understands
relevant maintenance information, fast
The challenge
Japanese manufacturer DENSO is the world’s second-largest producer of automotive parts. With over 130 global
sites, production line staff perform tens of thousands of maintenance checks and produce over 20,000 maintenance
notes each year.
DENSO sought to reduce equipment downtime and increase productivity by improving search around maintenance
notes. Accessing past notes and relevant fixes enabled production line engineers to repair faster, but it was difficult
and time-consuming to search this mass of information. Engineers would submit requests to management, who
would manually review past notes to guide repairs. This created a bottleneck, impeding productivity, especially for
engineers in overseas factories.

DENSO needed:
An accurate, categorized search system for
maintenance notes
A way for line engineers to directly access and
search past records
Unification of the note search system across all
global sites

The solution
DENSO used Luminoso to create a maintenance note
search system that was fast and easy to use. The system
enables line engineers to instantly view past notes and
repair information most relevant to their current issue –
across more than 1 million documents.
Without any training data, DENSO created a conceptual
understanding of its notes in minutes. With no manual
tagging, the system understands not only distinctive words,
such as automotive parts, but also DENSO-specific terms,
such as equipment names, engineer shorthand – like “RB”
for robot – and even misspellings.
The company also plans to use Luminoso to identify root
causes of maintenance issues unique to specific sites or
equipment, analyzing decades of past knowledge to find
optimal repair solutions.

The benefits

Fast search of over 1 million
maintenance notes

No manual tagging or review
processes

Understanding of individual words,
even company-unique concepts

“The software simply understands the information provided, and quickly identifies
the maintenance notes needed to improve our engineers’ productivity.”
- Masahiro Saito, Production Technology Manager, DENSO

The results
With Luminoso, DENSO has facilitated information sharing across all its global sites, to drive:
Decreases in training and resources to retrain
overseas staff

Increased autonomy in repairs for overseas
factories

Higher productivity and fewer information
bottlenecks

Insights into maintenance root causes unique to
lines and/or equipment

Bring to light what your
customers are saying.
Luminoso analyzes unstructured text in minutes, to accurately
make sense of it and inspire your organization’s actions.

Luminoso turns unstructured text data into business-critical insights. Using common-sense artificial intelligence to understand language, we empower organizations
to discover, interpret, and act on what people are telling them. Requiring little setup, maintenance, training, or data input, Luminoso combines world-leading natural
language understanding technology with a vast knowledge base to learn words from context – like humans do – and accurately analyze text in minutes, not months.
Our software provides native support in over a dozen languages, so leaders can explore relationships in data, make sense of feedback, and triage inquiries to drive
value, fast. Luminoso is privately held and headquartered in Boston, MA.
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